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about more than just saving a few
million people a few dozen trips a

year. It's also a slap in the face to the
current taxi industry. The ride-hailing
service is putting a serious dent in the

business of Toronto's taxi industry, and
Google and Ford are among those

interested. Benjamin Gervais, an Uber
spokeswoman, told The Huffington
Post Canada that currently there are
more than 1,000 self-driving cars in

operation on the roads of North
America. Some of these cars are ready

for commercial use. "If you had to
define the industry, we're going to

have a huge impact on the taxi
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industry, we're talking about a
reduction of at least 80% of all taxi
trips," said Gervais. "The fight is
between the taxi industry and the

autonomous vehicle industry. How do
they fight with their own business?"

The Uber spokeswoman says the ride-
hailing company already saves

customers thousands of dollars each
year by cutting out the middleman --
the taxi driver. Another landmark for

the ride-hailing industry is being
positioned to compete with the next

generation of car makers. The
transportation innovations of

autonomous vehicles, the continued
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advance of the electric vehicle, and the
use of carbon-neutral fuels are creating

an environment in which car
manufacturers can not only survive,
but thrive. Canadian car maker Ford

has invested nearly $1 billion in
autonomous vehicles, and is currently
developing electric vehicles that could

take over as the primary mode of
transportation in a few years' time. The
race between the new generation of car
makers and the ride-hailing industry is
becoming increasingly intense, and the
safety and consumer protections of the
self-driving vehicles are top of mind.
Uber doesn't currently plan to run its
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own fleet of self-driving cars, but
Gervais says they're partnering with

universities and other companies who
do. Gervais says there isn't a time-table

for when self-
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